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Like many of his mates from the bush, Frank Ballantyne
is keen to join the grand adventure and do his bit.
Specially as a chest full of medals might impress the
currently unimpressed parents of his childhood
sweetheart. So Frank ups his age and volunteers with his
horse Daisy ... and his dad. In the deserts of Egypt and
Palestine he experiences all the adventure he ever wanted,
and a few things he wasn't expecting. Heartbreak, love
and the chance to make the most important choice of his
life. From Gallipoli to the famous charge at Beersheba,
through to the end of the war and its unforgettable
aftermath, Frank's story grows out of some key moments
in Australia's history. They were loyal creatures, the men
and horses of the Australian Light Horse, but war doesn't
always pay heed to loyalty. This is the powerful story of a
young man's journey towards his own kind of bravery.
The New York Times bestselling graphic memoir from
actor/author/activist George Takei returns in a deluxe
edition with 16 pages of bonus material! Experience the
forces that shaped an American icon -- and America itself
-- in this gripping tale of courage, country, loyalty, and
love. George Takei has captured hearts and minds
worldwide with his magnetic performances, sharp wit, and
outspoken commitment to equal rights. But long before he
braved new frontiers in STAR TREK, he woke up as a
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four-year-old boy to find his own birth country at war
with his father's -- and their entire family forced from
their home into an uncertain future. In 1942, at the order
of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, every person of
Japanese descent on the west coast was rounded up and
shipped to one of ten "relocation centers," hundreds or
thousands of miles from home, where they would be held
for years under armed guard. THEY CALLED US
ENEMY is Takei's firsthand account of those years
behind barbed wire, the terrors and small joys of
childhood in the shadow of legalized racism, his mother's
hard choices, his father's tested faith in democracy, and
the way those experiences planted the seeds for his
astonishing future. What does it mean to be American?
Who gets to decide? George Takei joins cowriters Justin
Eisinger & Steven Scott and artist Harmony Becker for
the journey of a lifetime.
We were going out stealing horses. That was what he said,
standing at the door to the cabin where I was spending the
summer with my father. I was fifteen. It was 1948 and
oneof the first days of July. Trond's friend Jon often
appeared at his doorstep with an adventure in mind for the
two of them. But this morning was different. What began
as a joy ride on "borrowed" horses ends with Jon falling
into a strange trance of grief. Trond soon learns what
befell Jon earlier that day—an incident that marks the
beginning of a series of vital losses for both boys. Set in
the easternmost region of Norway, Out Stealing Horses by
Per Petterson begins with an ending. Sixty-seven-year-old
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Trond has settled into a rustic cabin in an isolated area to
live the rest of his life with a quiet deliberation. A meeting
with his only neighbor, however, forces him to reflect on
that fateful summer.
Reveal False Hope. Restore True Rescue.
The Trojan Horse: How the Greeks Won the War
The Nine Perfidies, as Col. W.F. Sanders Dubs Them,
Referring to the Specifications of the So-called Butte Plan
... the War Horse Writes a Letter to Henry Kippenberg, in
which He Answers Some Questions
A Novel
Finding Wholeness and Harmony at the End of a Lead
Rope
The Hemingway Library Edition
“Brooks’ chronological and cross-disciplinary
leaps are thrilling.” —The New York Times Book
Review “Horse isn’t just an animal story—it’s a
moving narrative about race and art.” —TIME A
discarded painting in a junk pile, a skeleton in an
attic, and the greatest racehorse in American
history: from these strands, a Pulitzer Prize
winner braids a sweeping story of spirit,
obsession, and injustice across American history
Kentucky, 1850. An enslaved groom named Jarret
and a bay foal forge a bond of understanding
that will carry the horse to record-setting
victories across the South. When the nation
erupts in civil war, an itinerant young artist who
has made his name on paintings of the racehorse
takes up arms for the Union. On a perilous night,
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he reunites with the stallion and his groom, very
far from the glamor of any racetrack. New York
City, 1954. Martha Jackson, a gallery owner
celebrated for taking risks on edgy contemporary
painters, becomes obsessed with a nineteenthcentury equestrian oil painting of mysterious
provenance. Washington, DC, 2019. Jess, a
Smithsonian scientist from Australia, and Theo, a
Nigerian-American art historian, find themselves
unexpectedly connected through their shared
interest in the horse—one studying the stallion’s
bones for clues to his power and endurance, the
other uncovering the lost history of the unsung
Black horsemen who were critical to his racing
success. Based on the remarkable true story of
the record-breaking thoroughbred Lexington,
Horse is a novel of art and science, love and
obsession, and our unfinished reckoning with
racism.
Jimmy McClean is a Lakota boy—though you
wouldn’t guess it by his name: his father is part
white and part Lakota, and his mother is Lakota.
When he embarks on a journey with his
grandfather, Nyles High Eagle, he learns more
and more about his Lakota heritage—in
particular, the story of Crazy Horse, one of the
most important figures in Lakota and American
history. Drawing references and inspiration from
the oral stories of the Lakota tradition,
celebrated author Joseph Marshall III juxtaposes
the contemporary story of Jimmy with an
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insider’s perspective on the life of Tasunke
Witko, better known as Crazy Horse (c.
1840–1877). The book follows the heroic deeds of
the Lakota leader who took up arms against the
US federal government to fight against
encroachments on the territories and way of life
of the Lakota people, including leading a war
party to victory at the Battle of the Little
Bighorn. Along with Sitting Bull, Crazy Horse was
the last of the Lakota to surrender his people to
the US army. Through his grandfather’s tales
about the famous warrior, Jimmy learns more
about his Lakota heritage and, ultimately,
himself. American Indian Youth Literature Award
All animals are equal but some animals are more
equal than others. It's just an ordinary farm until the animals revolt. They get rid of the
irresponsible farmer. The other animals are sure
that life is improving, but as systems are
replaced and half-truths are retold, a new
hierarchy emerges . . . Orwell's tale of
propaganda, power and greed has never felt
more pertinent. With an exciting new cover and
inside illustrations by superstar Chris Mould.
The Iliad
Seabiscuit
Crazy Horse's Vision
House of Commons
They Called Us Enemy - Expanded Edition
Snowman, the Horse that Inspired a Nation
An e-book edition of War Horse with movie stills, behind-thePage 5/16
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scenes photos, storyboards, and more! In 1914, Joey, a
beautiful bay-red foal with a distinctive cross on his nose, is
sold to the army and thrust into the midst of the war on the
Western Front. With his officer, he charges toward the enemy,
witnessing the horror of the battles in France. But even in the
desolation of the trenches, Joey's courage touches the soldiers
around him and he is able to find warmth and hope. But his
heart aches for Albert, the farmer's son he left behind. Will he
ever see his true master again?
The sequel to Michael Morpurgo's bestselling War Horse!
Farm Boy is the heartwarming sequel to War Horse, the
beloved novel that has been made into a hit play and a major
motion picture.For years, Joey was a war horse, pulling
ambulance carts and artillery through the battlefields of World
War I. When he finally returned home to Albert and the farm,
he was treated like a hero. But his adventures had only just
begun.Now, generations later, Albert's son loves to tell his
own grandson stories about the remarkable horse. He tells him
of Joey's feats in the war, and of the time when the family
risked everything betting that Joey could win a daring race. As
he tells the stories, he slowly reveals a shameful secret--a
secret that he's kept to himself for years.This charming book
speaks to the bond between generations, and captures the
spirit of rural life and the love of horses.
A New York Times Bestseller! From the racetrack to the
battlefield—dauntless, fearless, and exemplar of Semper Fi—she
was Reckless, "pride of the Marines." A Mongolian mare who
was bred to be a racehorse, Ah-Chim-Hai, or Flame-of-theMorning, belonged to a young boy named Kim-Huk-Moon. In
order to pay for a prosthetic leg for his sister, Kim made the
difficult decision to sell his beloved companion. Lieutenant
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Eric Pedersen purchased the bodacious mare and renamed
her Reckless, for the Recoilless Rifles Platoon, Anti-Tank
Division, of the 5th Marines she’d be joining. The four-legged
equine braved minefields and hailing shrapnel to deliver
ammunition to her division on the frontlines. In one day alone,
performing fifty-one trips up and down treacherous terrain,
covering a distance of over thirty-five miles, and rescuing
wounded comrades-in-arms, Reckless demonstrated her
steadfast devotion to the Marines who had become her herd.
Despite only measuring about thirteen hands high, this pintsized equine became an American hero. Reckless was awarded
two Purple Hearts for her valor and was officially promoted to
staff sergeant twice, a distinction never bestowed upon an
animal before or since. Author Robin Hutton has reignited
excitement about this nearly forgotten legend, realizing the
Sgt. Reckless Memorial Monument at the National Museum of
the Marine Corps, completed in July 2013, and now spurring
the creation of a second memorial at Camp Pendleton,
California, where Reckless lived out the rest of her days. The
paperback edition includes a new foreword by General James
F. Amos, 35th Commandant of the U.S. Marine Corps. It will
appeal to fans of Laura Hillenbrand's Seabiscuit, Elizabeth
Letts' The Eighty Dollar Champion, and the feature film War
Horse.
Based on a True Story
America's War Horse
Peace Like a River
Farm Boy
Horse
In the Footsteps of Crazy Horse
Illus. in full color. "An ancient history
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lesson emerges from this account of the
way the Greeks tricked the Trojans and
rescued Helen of Troy. The book is well
tailored to younger readers with careful
explanations and short sentences; a
pronunciation guide is appended. Drawings
portray the story's main events. A nice
supplement to units on ancient Greece or
mythology."--Booklist.
With a name like Bunny, the long-eared
horse doesn’t seem like an obvious choice
to ship off to war. But through burning
gas attacks, miserable weather and everpresent cross fire, Bunny proves himself
invaluable, especially to the men who ride
him. This is a heartwarming story of a
World War I war horse who was as brave and
strong as any soldier. Important
historical context is provided in the end
matter, and all historical details have
been vetted for accuracy by expert
reviewers.
Fritz, a pony excluded from the group of
beautiful horses within the walled city,
becomes a hero when he rescues the
children of the city. "Brett has created
magnificent paintings that glorify her
simple but engaging story".--Publishers
Weekly. Full-color illustrations.
Slaughterhouse Five Or the Children's
Crusade
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The Sequel to War Horse
Official Report ; ... Session of the ...
Parliament of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland
The Parliamentary Debates
The Autobiography of a Horse
Shadow
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster
has a great book for every reader.
The Iliad is an ancient Greek epic poem in
dactylic hexameter, traditionally attributed
to Homer. Set during the Trojan War, the tenyear siege of the city of Troy (Ilium) by a
coalition of Greek states, it tells of the
battles and events during the weeks of a
quarrel between King Agamemnon and the
warrior Achilles.
One of Shaw's most popular comedies,
deflating romantic misconceptions of love and
warfare. Reprinted from an authoritative
early edition, complete with Shaw's preface
to Volume II of Plays: Pleasant and
Unpleasant.
Odyssey
Animal Farm
Bunny the Brave War Horse
A Farewell to Arms
A Duty Dance With Death
The Civil War Quiz Book
A horse of nineteenth century England tells his life story
from his early home through many masters and
experiences, both good and bad.
2016 Foreword INDIES Gold Award Winner 2016 Gold
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Nautilus Book Award Winner 2017 Silver Independent
Publisher Book Award Winner 2017 Silver IBPA Benjamin
Franklin Award Winner Award-winning author and
celebrated neurosurgeon Allan J. Hamilton combines his
understanding of the human brain with nearly 30 years’
experience training horses to offer wisdom on such
universal themes as leadership, motivation, ambition,
and humility. The results are showcased in more than
100 thoughtful essays that treat working with horses as a
metaphor for personal, professional, and spiritual
growth. Whether you’re searching for greater spiritual
depth or simply want to better understand your fourlegged partner, this wise and important collection has
something for you.
Hailed as one of the year's top five novels by Time, and
selected as one of the best books of the year by nearly all
major newspapers, national bestseller Peace Like a River
captured the hearts of a nation in need of comfort. "A
rich mixture of adventure, tragedy, and healing," Peace
Like a River is "a collage of legends from sources sacred
and profane -- from the Old Testament to the Old West,
from the Gospels to police dramas" (Ron Charles, The
Christian Science Monitor). In "lyrical, openhearted
prose" (Michael Glitz, The New York Post), Enger tells the
story of eleven-year-old Reuben Land, an asthmatic boy
who has reason to believe in miracles. Along with his
sister and father, Reuben finds himself on a crosscountry search for his outlaw older brother who has been
controversially charged with murder. Their journey is
touched by serendipity and the kindness of strangers,
and its remarkable conclusion shows how family, love,
and faith can stand up to the most terrifying of enemies,
the most tragic of fates. Leif Enger's "miraculous"
(Valerie Ryan, The Seattle Times) novel is a "perfect book
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for an anxious time ... of great literary merit that
nonetheless restores readers' faith in the kindness of
stories" (Marta Salij, Detroit Free Press).
War Horse
Out Stealing Horses
Black Beauty
The Mentor-world Traveler
An American Legend
Fritz and the Beautiful Horses
Drawing from Scripture and her own introspection on
life as a pastors wife and mother of four, Angie shares
a story of pain and healing extracted from her
personal journal and the thought-provoking questions
that guided her to dethrone her warhorseher false
hopeand seek Jesus forgiveness for replacing Him
with another. Through inspirational anecdotes,
relevant verses, practical insights, and unique
lessons, Angie helps others build God-centered
confidence that leads to a more meaningful
relationship with Christ and frees lives from the
burden of exhaustive idolatry. A Girl and Her
Warhorse is an in-depth study that challenges every
womans view of herself in light of the gospel and
unveils one womans faith-filled journey as she
revealed false hope, restored true rescue, and found
confidence in God once again. Angie Goeke inspires
women of all ages to live for Christ. Her authentic
approach to living with Jesus and sharing the trials
and triumphs of the Christian life is encouraging as
well as inspiring. She is a gifted writer, musician,
mother and friend who loves big, feels deeply, and
desires to live passionately. Dr. Nicole Fitzpatrick
Director of Counseling Hyde Park Counseling Center
Angies grace-filled Bible Study engages you with
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seldom asked questions and thoughtful wise insights.
Her writing is contagious! Eunice Otte, LPC Owner
Eunice Otte Professional Counseling
Traces the story of a champion equine jumper and the
Dutch farmer who rescued him from the
slaughterhouse, recounting how the farmer
discovered Snowman's jumping talents and trained
him to compete against the world's thoroughbreds.
Featuring a previously published author introduction,
a personal foreword by his son and a new introduction
by his grandson, a definitive edition of the lauded
World War I classic collects all 39 of the Nobel Prizewinning author's alternate endings to offer new
insights into his creative process. Reprint.
The Parliamentary Debates (official Report).
Parliamentary Debates
Warhorse
War Horse Lit Link Gr. 7-8
A Girl and Her Warhorse
Hansard's Parliamentary Debates

If you think you know a lot about the Civil War, challenge
yourself with this instructive and intriguing book of
questions. Covering every battle of the war, commanders
and ordinary soldiers, weapons, and armies, this book will
test the knowledge of even the most dedicated history
buff. Degrees of difficulty range from elementary to
questions that even the author had difficulty figuring out,
and everything in between. Thousands of provocative
questions will sharpen the knowledge of Civil enthusiasts
everywhere.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the
author of the runaway phenomenon Unbroken comes a
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universal underdog story about the horse who came out of
nowhere to become a legend. Seabiscuit was one of the
most electrifying and popular attractions in sports history
and the single biggest newsmaker in the world in 1938,
receiving more coverage than FDR, Hitler, or Mussolini.
But his success was a surprise to the racing establishment,
which had written off the crooked-legged racehorse with
the sad tail. Three men changed Seabiscuit’s fortunes:
Charles Howard was a onetime bicycle repairman who
introduced the automobile to the western United States
and became an overnight millionaire. When he needed a
trainer for his new racehorses, he hired Tom Smith, a
mysterious mustang breaker from the Colorado plains.
Smith urged Howard to buy Seabiscuit for a bargainbasement price, then hired as his jockey Red Pollard, a
failed boxer who was blind in one eye, half-crippled, and
prone to quoting passages from Ralph Waldo Emerson.
Over four years, these unlikely partners survived a
phenomenal run of bad fortune, conspiracy, and severe
injury to transform Seabiscuit from a neurotic,
pathologically indolent also-ran into an American sports
icon. BONUS: This edition contains a Seabiscuit
discussion guide and an excerpt from Unbroken. Praise
for Seabiscuit “Fascinating . . . Vivid . . . A first-rate piece
of storytelling, leaving us not only with a vivid portrait of
a horse but a fascinating slice of American history as
well.”—The New York Times “Engrossing . . . Fast-moving
. . . More than just a horse’s tale, because the humans who
owned, trained, and rode Seabiscuit are equally
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fascinating. . . . [Laura Hillenbrand] shows an
extraordinary talent for describing a horse race so vividly
that the reader feels like the rider.”—Sports Illustrated
“REMARKABLE . . . MEMORABLE . . . JUST AS
COMPELLING TODAY AS IT WAS IN 1938.”—The
Washington Post
Billy Pilgrim survives capture by the Gemans in World
War II, the Dresden bombings, and the struggle for
financial success only to be kidnapped in a flying saucer
and taken to the planet Tralfamadore.
The Parliamentary Debates (Authorized Edition)
The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian
Sgt. Reckless
Parliamentary Debates (Hansard).
Lead with Your Heart . . . Lessons from a Life with
Horses

Author of War Horse, and bestselling storyteller Michael
Morpurgo touched our hearts with this beautiful story of a boy,
his lost dog, and the lengths he would go to be reunited. This
timely story of battle-scarred Afghanistan delivers a masterful
portrait of war, love, and friendship. With the horrors of war
bearing down on them, Aman and his mother are barely surviving
in an Afghan cave, and staying there any longer will end horribly.
The only comfort Aman has is Shadow, the loyal spaniel that
shows up from places unknown, it seems, just when Aman needs
him most. Aman, his mother, and Shadow finally leave the
destroyed cave in hopes of escaping to England, but are held at a
checkpoint, and Shadow runs away after being shot at by the
police. Aman and his mother escape--without Shadow. Aman is
heart-broken. Just as they are getting settled as free citizens in
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England, they are imprisoned in a camp with locked doors and a
barbed wire fence. Their only hope is Aman's classmate Matt, his
grandpa, and the dream of finding his lost dog. After all, you
never lose your shadow.
The Tampy aliens’ living spaceships are far more powerful than
humanity’s non-biological technology. Can they—and should
they—be tamed? Throughout the universe, space horses are among
the most coveted of species. They are starfaring creatures with
telekinetic abilities, tamed and controlled by the Tampy
aliens—who aren’t willing to share their understanding of the
creatures. Despite diplomatic government intervention, human
poachers are determined to capture and control the giant beings.
With a tenuous peace treaty in place between the Tampy and
humans, the first jointly helmed space horse will undertake its
first mission. But will the two races be able to work together—or
will their peace break down into all-out war?
War HorseScholastic Inc.
Loyal Creatures
1,600 Questions and Answers to Test Your Knowledge of
America's Most Divisive Conflict
The Eighty-dollar Champion
Horse Soldiers
Arms and the Man
Brian's Winter : a Novel Study

Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story
of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the
Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to take
his future into his own hands, Junior leaves his
troubled school on the rez to attend an all-white
farm town high school where the only other Indian
is the school mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and
beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary of a
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Part-Time Indian, which is based on the author's
own experiences, coupled with poignant drawings
by Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art,
chronicles the contemporary adolescence of one
Native American boy as he attempts to break away
from the life he was destined to live. With a
forward by Markus Zusak, interviews with
Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and four-color
interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for
fans and collectors alike.
This moving story, based on the novel by National
Curriculum recommended author Michael
Morpurgo and adapted for the stage by Nick
Stafford, is an incredibly moving portrayal of the
bond between a soldier and his horse in the deadly
chaos of the First World War. Sold to the army in
1914 and separated from his beloved young
master Albert, farm horse Joey is thrust into the
midst of the Western Front. Albert vows to follow
Joey to war and to be reunited with his friend, but
will they find one another?
"This production offers an engaging, original way
for children to learn about a Native American
hero. Renowned Abenaki author Bruchac has
selected interesting facts that reveal how a young
boy is transformed into brave Crazy Horse. ..."
AudioFile Magazine
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